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ABSTRACT
To reduce traffic congestion and protect the environment, license plate control (LPC) policy has been
implemented in Beijing since 2011. In 2019, 100,000 vehicle license plates were distributed, including
60,000 for electric vehicle (EV) and 40,000 for gasoline vehicle (GV). However, whether the current
license plate allocation is optimal from a social welfare maximization perspective remains unclear. This
paper proposes a two-level Stackelberg game which portrays the interaction between vehicle applicants
and the government to quantify the optimal EV license plates under the LPC policy in Beijing. The
equilibrium number of EV license plates derived from the Stackelberg model is 58,800, which could
increase the social welfare by 0.38%. Sensitivity analysis is conducted to illustrate the impact of
important influential factors — total license plate quota, vehicle rental fee, and energy price — on EV
adoption. The LPC policy under COVID-19 is also studied through a scenario analysis. If the
government additionally increases the total quota by 20,000, 24% could be allocated to GV and 76% to
EV. One third reduction of the current vehicle rental fee could increase EV license plates by 10.5%. In
terms of energy prices, when gasoline price is low, reducing electricity price could contribute to EV
adoption significantly, while that effect tapers off as the gasoline price rises.
Keywords: Electric vehicle, License plate control (LPC) policy, Stackelberg game theory, License plate
quota
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Abbreviation
LPC policy

license plate control policy

EV & GV

electric vehicle & gasoline vehicle

𝑃𝐺

average sale price of gasoline vehicles

𝑃𝐸

average sale price of electric vehicles

𝐼𝐺

gas stations quantity in Beijing

𝐼𝐸

charging piles quantity in Beijing

𝑀𝐺

Probability of undergoing tail number restriction

𝑁𝐺

license plates quantity of gasoline vehicles

𝐵𝐺

number of gasoline vehicle applicants

𝐵𝐸

number of electric vehicle applicants

K

total license plates quota

𝑃𝐺𝑉

probability of purchasing gasoline vehicle

𝑃𝐸𝑉

probability of purchasing electric vehicle

𝜀𝐺

applicant’s random preference for gasoline vehicles, uniformly
distributed with 𝜀𝐺 ~ u(0,1)

𝜀𝐸

applicant’s random preference for electric vehicles, uniformly distributed
with 𝜀𝐸 = 1 − 𝜀𝐺

𝜂

market share of gasoline vehicle

𝑈𝐺𝑣

utility of gasoline vehicle applicant

𝑈𝐸𝑣

utility of electric vehicle applicant

𝑇𝐺

waiting time of obtaining a GV license plate in lottery system

𝑇𝐸

waiting time of obtaining an EV license plate in queueing system

c

rental fee (CNY per month)

DVKT

daily vehicle kilometers travelled

p

winning probability

𝑃𝑔

gasoline price

𝑃𝑒

electricity price
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, many cities in China are suffering from deteriorating traffic congestion and air pollution
[1][2]. EV promotion has been considered as a promising route to solve such problems. Beijing, as the
capital of China, has implemented plenty of policies to improve EV penetration [3], including supplybased policies [4][5] and demand-based policies [6]. Theoretically, supply-based polices are imposed
on stakeholders related to EV industry, such as EVs manufacturers and EV charging infrastructures
(EVCIs) producers, while demand-based regulations tend to stimulate consumers’ willingness to pay for
EVs. Demand-based policies can be further classified as economic and non-economic policies by
considering the benefits that they offer.
Certain economic incentives have been carried out by Beijing government, such as GV purchasing
tax increment in 2004, public transportation fare reduction in 2007, subsidies for EVs and infrastructures
since 2011, and EV purchasing tax exemption in 2014. There is no doubt that in the short term, the
economic incentives are able to increase EV competitiveness more or less. However, these incentives
mainly aim to promote EV adoption but cannot effectively limit vehicle quantity. In other words,
economic incentives alone are insufficient to mitigate traffic congestion in Chinese metropolis such as
Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou. Worse still, the economic incentives would increase financial burden
of the government in the long run [3].
Alternatively, non-economic incentives, license plate control (LPC) policy in particular, is adopted by
the policy-maker. Basically, LPC policy places a cap on the total quantity of new license plates each
year. Those license plates are further allocated between EV and GV applicants, respectively. On the
basis of this policy, Beijing government employs a queueing up system in order to distribute purchasing
3

permits to EV applicants directly, whereas the GV applicants need to compete for the permits within
lottery system organized on 26th every two months by Beijing Municipal Commission of Transport. Each
lottery winner receives a nontransferable certification to purchase a vehicle [7]. Annual license plates
allocation results of Beijing during recent years are shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Results of license plate allocation in Beijing from 2014 to 2020
Source: calculated by the authors according to data from The People’s Government of Beijing
Municipality
In 2019, according to the statistical result of The People’s Government of Beijing Municipality 1,
over 3350500 GV applicants registered on the website, while the annual quota of GV license plate was
40000. Probability of winning a GV license plate is 0.2% approximately, which implies that individual
applicant needs to spend almost 41 years winning a GV license plate, whereas it would take each EV

1

The People’s Government of Beijing Municipality: Official website of the Beijing government which offers

information on living in Beijing as well as other practical information.
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applicant about 9 years to obtain a EV license plate within the queueing up system. Some applicants
tend to choose EVs so that they can get vehicles as soon as possible and that improves EV adoption
significantly. License plate allocation policy influences the purchasing decision of applicants, which
further impacts the social utility with consideration of applicant’s utility and environment impact.
Nevertheless, given an annual aggregate quota, how to allocate license plates between EVs and GVs so
as to maximize social utility has not been analyzed among the current studies.
This paper fills the literature gap by proposing a game theory model to identify the optimal license
plate allocation between EVs and GVs under the LPC policy in Beijing. The impact of license plate
allocation on EV adoption is also analyzed. Main contributions of this study are as follows: Firstly, the
optimal EV license plates under the LPC policy is theoretically studied for the first time. Secondly,
sensitive analysis is conducted to analyze how the LPC policy affect EV penetration. Thirdly, the impact
of key influential factors on EV penetration is discussed and corresponding implications are provided
for the policy-maker.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the related literature is reviewed. In section 3,
we propose a Stackelberg model between the government and applicants then prove the existence of
equilibrium results. In section 4, the practical equilibrium results are obtained by applying actual value
of parameters. In section 5, we discuss the results and provide implications in order to improve EV
adoption.
2. Literature review
2.1 Policies for improving EV adoption
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Various policies have been implemented so far in order to improve EV penetration. ([7][8][9][10]).
Among them, subsidy policies are widely mentioned and discussed. Jenn et al. [11] proposed three
distinct generalized models so as to evaluate the effect of economic incentives on EV adoption and
demonstrated that every $1000 rebate would promote the sales of EV by 2.6%. Similarly, using a large
random sample of individuals, Sheldon et al. [12] demonstrated that if the subsidy had reduced by 50%
due to the phasing out subsidy policy in China, the EV market share would have declined by 21%.
Although subsidy has been regarded as an effective approach to improve EV diffusion, certain flaws
cannot be ignored either: Firstly, subsidy policy could only increase the competitiveness of EV in a short
run. In the long run, government tends to reduce the scale of subsidy to alleviate financial burden as EV
adopters increases, which weakens the EV competitiveness consequently [3]. Ma et al. [13] illustrated
that technology was a bottleneck factor for EV adoption and technology progress was much more
influential than subsidy. Jang et al. [14] claimed that policy treating EV and GV technologies in a fair
manner might be better than applicant-oriented subsidy policy. Secondly, implementation of subsidy
policy is comparatively complicated. Once the incentive policy was conducted improperly, it would
interrupt the vehicle market or even cause a backfire to it [15]. Having witnessed the fluctuation of
Sweden EV market in 2014 when EV market share in Sweden declined from 2.1% in August to less than
1.0% in November because of the rebate shortage, Tietge [16] implied that subsidy might result in
unexpected damage to the EV improvement under extreme circumstance.
Apart from subsidy policies, certain non-economic policies have also been implemented during
these years. Certificate of entitlement (COE) system, a sort of auction mechanism to manage vehicle
ownership [17] , was initiated by Singapore for the first time in 1992. Vehicle applicants were required
6

to attend this system and bid for the certificates which allowed the applicants to drive on roads for 10
years [18]. The system turned out to be effective, since it led to a reduction of the vehicle annual growth
rate in Singapore in 1990s (from 6.8% to3%). In China, a similar auction policy was implemented in
Shanghai in 1994. After that, Beijing proposed a novel LPC policy in 2010 which regulated the license
plate allocation of EVs and GVs by means of lottery systems [19]. Then in October 2015, Beijing
government cancelled the EV license plate lottery and introduced a queueing system to EV applicants
so as to improve EV diffusion. Lottery system, on the other hand, remains necessary for applying a GV
license plate certificate [20]. This paper would mainly study Beijing’s LPC policies, including queueing
system as well as lottery system.
Generally, LPC policies includes auction and lottery ([3][7][20]). Two reasons that lottery mechanism
is preferred by Beijing government are illustrated by Yang et al. [7]: Firstly, compared with the auction
system invited by Singapore and followed by Shanghai ([7][21]), lottery mechanism is more fair for all
citizens. Without any special requirement, applicants can register on the government website for free.
Secondly, having distributed the residential houses with a lottery system successfully, Beijing
government is expected to apply a similar lottery system in vehicle market. Until now, several studies
have focused on the lottery mechanism implemented in Beijing. Yang et al. [7] analyzed the short term
effect of lottery policy on Beijing’s traffic situation and found that the congestion was alleviated
significantly with lottery policy. Likewise, Yang et al. [22] estimated that lottery mechanism could
reduce daily vehicle kilometers travelled and usage of cars in rush hour by 15% and 10% respectively.
By conducting survey on 332 respondents, Zhang et al. [20] assessed the influence of lottery policy on
EV adoption and suggested that lottery policy was more suitable and powerful to promote EVs in Beijing.
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Zhuge et al. [3] proposed an agent-based model and asserted that not only did the lottery policy in
Beijing influence the EV adoption, but it also reduced the energy consumption and emission of vehicle.
The previous literature mainly focused on the current LPC policy’s influence on the traffic, energy
consumption and EV promotion. While the detailed license plates allocation under the LPC policy has
been considered as an exogenous variable. However, It is noteworthy that the current license plates
allocation may not be optimal from a social welfare maximization perspective. Therefore, this paper
aims to analyze the optimal EV license plates under the LPC policy in Beijing.
2.2 Models for evaluating EV incentives
Certain methodologies have been utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of EV incentives, such as
discrete choice model [23], regression model ([24][25]), agent-based model ([3][26][27]), multi-layer
perspective model ([28][29]), and game theory model ([14][30][31]). A discrete choice model involving
247 respondents was employed by Wang et al. [23] to compare the effectiveness of several policies.
The result showed that LPC policies implemented in certain Chinese cities had significantly positive
impact on EV penetration. After operating a multiple linear regression, Wang et al. [32] found that direct
subsidy scheme could not account for the different EV penetration levels among countries. An agentbased model was introduced by Noori and Tarari [26] to predict the development trajectories of several
types of EV under the vehicle market uncertainty. Silvia et al. [27] established an agent-based model
which simulated and compared four distinct policies with the benchmark. Similarly, Zhuge et al. [3]
proposed an agent-based spatial integrated model named SelfSim-EV and then investigated how
incentives impacted individual purchasing behaviors. The result suggested that purchasing permit policy
could significantly influence on EV penetration.
8

Apart from the methods mentioned above, Stackelberg game theory is prevalent in energy domain [33],
such as electricity ([34][35]), renewable energy[36] , and EV industries ([14][30][37][38]). It is
commonly proposed to model the hierarchical interactions where stakeholders possess distinct
objectives and the decisions made by different players exert mutual impact. In order to improve the
effectiveness of government interference on vehicle market, a trilateral game model incorporating the
government, vehicle manufactures, and vehicle applicants was employed by Qin et al. [30]. A sequential
game was introduced by Yu et al. [38] to model the interaction between charging infrastructure investors
and EV applicants. Zhu et al. [37] proposed a three-level Stackelberg game portraying the interaction
among electricity supplier, charging infrastructure operator, and crowd-funders. Besides, a stylized
Stackelberg game among vehicle manufacturers, applicants, and energy suppliers was depicted by Jang
et al. [14] so as to identify policy implications for improving EV diffusion.
Under the LPC policy, the government decides vehicle license plates allocation and applicants decide
to purchase EVs or GVs. The decisions of the players depend on each other's action. Given this
hierarchical interaction, a two-level Stackelberg game model is proposed in this paper so as to quantify
the players’ optimal decisions under the LPC policy.
3. Methodology
3.1 Stackelberg game model
We consider two players in vehicle market under the LPC policy: the government and vehicle
applicants. The government regulates specific license plates distribution between EV and GV then
carries it out. Given fixed distribution, each applicant needs to consider whether purchasing EV or GV
to maximize his/her own utility. For analytical tractability, we assume that vehicle applicants are
9

homogenous and rational. The interaction between these two participants is portrayed in the diagram
below.

Fig.2. Interaction between the government and vehicle applicants
Stackelberg game model is introduced to depict the interaction between the government and vehicle
applicants. Commonly, a Stackelberg game framework is established to depict the hierarchical
interaction among participants where the leader has sufficient power over followers. In the game
framework, a strategy is determined by leader firstly to maximize its utility, then the followers response
sequentially based on the leader’s strategy [39]. In this case, the government could be regarded as leader,
while the applicants act as followers. The optimal license plate distribution obtained within this system
depends on each participant’s behavior: As for the vehicle applicants, the allocation between EV and
GV license plates regulated by the government influences their utilities directly, impelling them to
choose between EVs and GVs. Reversely, aggregate applicants’ utilities, waiting time cost, and
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environmental impact caused by the applicants’ purchasing choices contribute to the social welfare and
influence the government’s decision process.
3.2 Decision model of applicant
Discrete choice models have been used widely to model the vehicle purchasing decisions of applicants.
This study applies a model to measure the probability of choosing a specific type of vehicle under certain
attributes. Commonly, attributes including individual characteristics ([40][41][42]), government
incentives ([43][44]), and charging or refueling infrastructures quantities ([45][46]) are considered to
influence purchaser’s behavior. Correspondingly, the utility functions shown in Eqs. (1) and (2) are
formulated as the weighted sum of attributes incorporating vehicle prices, number of charging/refueling
stations, car tail number restriction, and possibility of obtaining a license plate.

𝑼𝑮𝑽 = 𝜷𝟏 ∗ 𝑷𝑮 + 𝜷𝟐 ∗ 𝑰𝑮 + 𝜷𝟑 ∗ 𝑴𝑮 + 𝜷𝟒 ∗ ((𝑵𝑮 /𝟔)/𝑩𝑮 ) + 𝜺𝑮

(1)

𝑼𝑬𝑽 = 𝜷𝟏 ∗ 𝑷𝑬 + 𝜷𝟐 ∗ 𝑰𝑬 + 𝜷𝟒 ∗ (𝑲 − 𝑵𝑮 )/𝑩𝑬 + 𝜺𝑬

(2)

Where 𝑃𝐺 , 𝑃𝐸 are the average prices of GV and EV respectively; 𝐼𝐺 , 𝐼𝐸 refer to the number of refueling
stations as well as charging piles in Beijing; 𝑀𝐺 measures the probability of undergoing tail number
restriction in weekdays for each gasoline vehicle; 𝑁𝐺 represents the quantity of GV license plates, since
there are six lotteries operated by Beijing government each year, the quantity of EV license plates
allocated in a given lottery should be one six of the annual quota (𝑵𝑮 /𝟔); 𝐵𝐸 denotes the number of EV
applicants, whereas 𝐵𝐺 denotes the number of GV applicants; K is the total license plates quota.
𝛽1, 𝛽2, 𝛽3, and 𝛽4 are parameters describing applicants’ sensitivities towards influential factors
mentioned above. 𝛽1 measures applicant’s sensitivity to vehicle prices; 𝛽2 measures the sensitivity to
11

infrastructure quantity; 𝛽3 measures the sensitivity to the probability of undergoing tail number
restriction in weekdays; 𝛽4 refers to the sensitivity to the probability of obtaining a license plate. On
the basis of binary logit model, the possibility that individual applicant chooses whether EV or GV could
be respectively defined as:

𝑷𝑬𝑽 =

𝒆𝑼𝑬𝑽
𝒆𝑼𝑬𝑽 +𝒆𝑼𝑮𝑽

𝑷𝑮𝑽 =

𝒆𝑼𝑮𝑽
𝒆𝑼𝑬𝑽 +𝒆𝑼𝑮𝑽

(3)
(4)

Where 𝑃𝐸𝑉 + 𝑃𝐺𝑉 =1. After modifying Eqs. (3) and (4), a new regression equation is established as:
𝒍𝒏(𝑷𝑬𝑽 ⁄(𝟏 − 𝑷𝑬𝑽 )) = 𝜷𝟏 ∗ (𝑷𝑬 − 𝑷𝑮 ) + 𝜷𝟐 ∗ (𝑰𝑬 − 𝑰𝑮 ) − 𝜷𝟑 ∗ 𝑴𝑮 + 𝜷𝟒 ∗ ((𝑲 − 𝑵𝑮 )⁄𝑩𝑬 − (𝑵𝑮 ⁄𝟔)/𝑩𝑮 ) (5)

To estimate the values of four sensitivity parameters ( 𝛽1, 𝛽2, 𝛽3, and 𝛽4 ), this paper incorporates a
survey conducted on Wenjuanxing, a prevalent online software in China mainland for academic
research and data collection. The whole survey lasts from March to May in 2020. Each respondent is
required to complete a questionnaire during the survey (Sample of the questionnaire is shown in
Appendix C). Specifically, the questionnaire comprises two parts: the demographic information in the
first part involves gender, age, education level, household income, and family member. The second
part measures the respondent’s sensitivities towards various factors which include vehicle prices,
infrastructure quantity, possibility of undergoing tail number restriction, and probability of obtaining a
license plate.
During the survey, 225 questionnaires were collected and 23 questionnaires were invalid because of
missing data. (The demographic data of subjects is also shown in Appendix C). Then a binary logistic
model is implemented to measure the sensitivity coefficients. On the basis of Eq. (5), we record the
12

respondent who chose to purchase EV as 1, whereas the one who chose to purchase GV as 0. By
inserting the data from 202 samples into the regression model, the results are shown in Table.1.

Vehicle price
Infrastructure quantity
Probability of undergoing tail number restriction
Probability of obtaining a license plate
Constant
-2 Log likelihood
Cox & Snell R2
Nagelkerke’s R2

β
-0.32
0.13
-0.11
0.44
-1.295
64.073
0.505
0.686

Sig.
0.051
0.011
0.22
0.06
0.42

Tabel.1. The results of logistic regression
As it is shown in Table. 1, four sensitive coefficients (𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , 𝛽3 , and 𝛽4 ) involved in the regression
are estimated. Besides, 𝜀𝐺 and 𝜀𝐸 are random variables referring to the unquantified attributes of
applicants. Based on the studies of Yu et al. [38] and Zhu et al. [31], we assume that the random
variables are subjected to the uniform distribution u(0,1). Both 𝜀𝐺 and 𝜀𝐸 vary from 0 to 1 and the
relationship between them is:

𝜺𝑮 + 𝜺𝑬 = 𝟏

(6)

For individual applicant, the following decision-making mechanism should be adopted so as to
maximize his or her own utility:

𝑼𝒂𝒑𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒏𝒕 = 𝑴𝒂𝒙(𝑼𝑮 , 𝑼𝑬)
When 0 < 𝜂 < 𝜂 ∗ , 𝑈𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑡 = Max(𝑈𝐺 , 𝑈𝐸 )= 𝑈𝐺 , applicant chooses GV;
When 1 > 𝜂 > 𝜂 ∗, 𝑈𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑡 = Max(𝑈𝐺 , 𝑈𝐸 )=𝑈𝐸 , applicant chooses EV;
Where 𝜂 ∗ is the threshold value. Theoretically, when 𝜂= 𝜂 ∗, purchasing either GV or EV brings the
13

(7)

same utility to applicant. The diagram below shows the specific mechanism of individual purchasing
decision-making process:

Figure.3. Diagram of purchasing decision-making process
Considering the decision-making process described above and Eq.(1),(2),(6),(7), the threshold value
𝜂 ∗could be expressed as:

𝜼∗ =

(𝜷𝟏∗𝑷𝑮+𝜷𝟐∗𝑰𝑮+𝜷𝟑∗𝑴𝑮 +𝟏−𝜷𝟏∗𝑷𝑬−𝜷𝟐∗𝑰𝑬−𝜷𝟒∗(𝑲⁄𝑩𝑬)+𝜷𝟒∗(𝟏⁄𝑩𝑮 +𝟏⁄𝑩𝑬)∗𝑵𝑮 )
𝟐

(8)

(Proof. See Appendix A)
Consequently, the utility function for individual applicant could be expressed as:
𝜼∗

𝑼𝒂𝒑𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒏𝒕 = ∫𝟎 (𝜷𝟏 ∗ 𝑷𝑮 + 𝜷𝟐 ∗ 𝑰𝑮 + 𝜷𝟑 ∗ 𝑴𝑮 + 𝜷𝟒 ∗ (𝑵𝑮 ⁄𝟔)/𝑩𝑮 + 𝜺𝑮 )𝒅 𝜺𝑬 +
𝟏

∫𝜼∗(𝜷𝟏 ∗ 𝑷𝑬 + 𝜷𝟐 ∗ 𝑰𝑬 + 𝜷𝟒 ∗ (𝑲 − 𝑵𝑮 )⁄𝑩𝑬 + 𝜺𝑬 ) 𝒅𝜺𝑬
(9)
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3.3 Waiting time cost
Waiting time cost is the expense of applicants who fail to obtain license plates as the result of the LPC
policy. This paper adopts the assumption proposed by Hou et al. [46] that these applicants tend to rent
vehicles to obtain similar commuting experience. Rental expense during waiting time is regarded as the
implementation cost of LPC policy, influencing social welfare inevitably. Consequently, as a significant
factor, waiting time cost should be considered by the government when regulating license plates
allocation.
Currently, EV and GV license plates distribution mechanisms are totally different in Beijing. GV
license plates are distributed within a public lottery system, whereas queueing up system is applied for
EV applicants. In the following part, the expected waiting time of EV and GV applicants are formulated
respectively.

3.3.1 Expected waiting time of GV applicants
For GV applicants, the winning probability would definitely determine their waiting time. To
calculate the waiting time of GV applicants, an innovative duration model proposed by Hou et al. [47]
is employed in this paper. By incorporating the hazard function, this model identifies the relationship
between the winning probability and the expected waiting time of GV applicants, which is depicted as
below: (Proof. See Appendix B)
(𝒑∗[𝟏−

∞

𝑬(𝑻𝑮 ) = [∫𝟎 𝒕 ∗ 𝒑 ∗ (𝟏 − 𝒑)𝒕 ∗ 𝒆

(𝟏−𝒑) 𝒕
])
𝒍𝒏(𝟏−𝒑)

𝒅𝒕]/𝟔

(10)

Where p is the winning probability for GV applicants. Given the fact that Beijing government organizes
six lotteries each year, when the annual quantity of GV license plates distributed is NG and that of GV
15

N

applicants is BG , the winning probability in a given lottery, p, should be equal to ( 6G )/BG .
Based on the equation above, waiting time of GV applicant under different winning probabilities
could be simulated.

Figure.4. Waiting time of individual GV applicant under different winning probabilities.
In 2020, GV license plates quota is 40000, indicating that the current possibility of winning a GV
license plate in each lottery is only 0.2%2. By referring to Figure.4, we could predict that it would
approximately take an individual 41 years to win a GV license plate under current winning probability.
3.3.2 Expected queue time of EV applicants
Compared with the GV license plate lottery system, a queueing up system is applied to allocate EV
license plates. Since the number of applicants within queueing up system is 𝐵𝐸 and that the annual EV

2

In this scenario where annual GV license plates quota and applicants are 40000 and 3350500 respectively, the

corresponding winning probability in a given lottery would be: (40000/6)/3350500 = 0.2%.
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license plate quantity is (K-𝑁𝐺 ), we can deduce the formula of individual expected queue time.
(11)

𝐄(𝑻𝑬) = 𝑩𝑬⁄(𝑲 − 𝑵𝑮 )
Compared with the expected waiting time of GV applicants, the current queue time of each EV

applicant, on average, is approximately only 7.79 years. The aggregated waiting time cost of both GV
and EV applicants can be expressed as:
∞
{[∫𝟎 𝒕 ∗ 𝒑

𝒕

(𝒑∗[𝟏−

∗ (𝟏 − 𝒑) ∗ 𝒆

(𝟏−𝒑)𝒕
])
𝒍𝒏(𝟏−𝒑)

𝟏

𝒅𝒕]/𝟔 + 𝑩𝑬⁄ (𝑲 − 𝑵𝑮 )} ∗ 𝟐 ∗ 𝟏𝟐 ∗ 𝒄 ∗ 𝑲

(12)

Where c is the vehicle rental fee per month.
3.4 Environmental impact
Environmental impact stands for the influence on environment brought by the vehicles to be
distributed within a given year. In fact, it is comparatively complicated to quantify the environmental
impact of exhaust gas emitted by these vehicles directly. As a consequence, energy consumption cost is
measured as an alternative to indirectly portray environmental impact. To be specific, the cost of energy
consumption refers to the expense paid by applicants for daily usage of gasoline and electricity during
a given year. With respect to vehicle energy consumption, Kong et al. [48] has estimated that the average
electricity consumption of EV is 17 kWh per 100 kilometers, whereas the average gasoline consumption
level of GV is 8 liters per 100 kilometers. Consequently, considering that there are approximately 360
days in a given year, annual energy consumption cost could be formulated as below:

[𝑵𝑮 ∗ 𝑫𝑽𝑲𝑻 ∗ 𝟖⁄𝟏𝟎𝟎 ∗ 𝑷𝒈 + (𝑲 − 𝑵𝑮 ) ∗ 𝑫𝑽𝑲𝑻 ∗ 𝟏𝟕⁄𝟏𝟎𝟎 ∗ 𝑷𝒆 ] ∗ 𝟑𝟔𝟎
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(13)

Where 𝐷𝑉𝐾𝑇3 is the average vehicle commuting distance in Beijing estimated by Hou et al. [49], 𝑃𝑔
and 𝑃𝑒 are gasoline price and electricity price.
3.5 Decision model of government
The government aims to maximize social welfare, including the aggregate utilities of vehicle
applicants, the waiting time cost caused by LPC policy, and cost of energy consumed by EVs and GVs
distributed in a given year. Among these three factors, the term aggregate utility of vehicle applicants is
the gain of welfare, whereas the waiting time cost and energy consumption are considered as the welfare
loss. Correspondingly, social welfare function can be formulated as below:
𝜋𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝜆1 ∗ (Uapplicants ) − 𝜆2 ∗ (waiting time cost) − 𝜆3 ∗ (energy consumption cost)
𝜼∗

𝟏

= 𝝀𝟏 ∗ (∫𝟎 (𝜷𝟏 ∗ 𝑷𝑮 + 𝜷𝟐 ∗ 𝑰𝑮 + 𝜷𝟑 ∗ 𝑴𝑮 + 𝜷𝟒 ∗ ((𝑵𝑮 ⁄𝟔)/𝑩𝑮 ) + 𝜺𝑮 )𝒅 𝜺𝑬 + ∫𝜼∗(𝜷𝟏 ∗ 𝑷𝑬 + 𝜷𝟐 ∗ 𝑰𝑬 +
(𝟏−𝐩)𝐭

∞

𝜷𝟒 ∗ (𝑲 − 𝑵𝑮 )⁄𝑩𝑬 + 𝜺𝑬 ) 𝒅𝜺𝑬 )-𝝀𝟐 ∗({[∫𝟎 𝒕 ∗ 𝒑 ∗ (𝟏 − 𝒑)𝒕 ∗ 𝒆

(𝒑∗[𝟏− 𝐥𝐧(𝟏−𝐩)])

𝟏

𝑩

𝟏

𝑬
dt]∗ 𝟔 + (𝑲−𝑵
}∗ 𝟐 ∗ 𝟏𝟐 ∗ 𝒄 ∗
)
𝑮

𝑲) -𝝀𝟑 ∗ (𝑵𝑮 ∗ 𝑫𝑽𝑲𝑻 ∗ 𝟑𝟔𝟓⁄𝟏𝟎𝟎 ∗ 𝟖 ∗ 𝑷𝒈 + (𝑲 − 𝑵𝑮 ) ∗ 𝑫𝑽𝑲𝑻 ∗ 𝟑𝟔𝟓⁄𝟏𝟎𝟎 ∗ 𝟏𝟕 ∗ 𝑷𝒆 )

(14)

Where coefficients 𝜆𝑖 (i=1, 2, 3) are integrated into the welfare function in order to measure the gain
and loss of the welfare.
3.6 Stackelberg equilibrium results
Due to the complexity of Eq. (14), it is impractical to derive the closed form solution by solving the
first and second derivatives. Therefore, alternative approach should be adopted to prove the existence
of the optimal value. Mathematica4could be utilized to provide information on the property of a given

3

As the abbreviation of “Daily Vehicle Kilometers Travelled”, DVKT measures the average commuting distance

of vehicles in Beijing.
4

As a sort of mathematical software application, Mathematica comprises thousands of powerful functions for

numeric and graphical computation.
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function, and in this case we introduce a commonly used graphics function of it, Plot 5, which plots the
graph of a function over a prescribed range, to portray marginal change in social welfare caused by 𝑁𝐺
(where: 0< 𝑁𝐺 <100000) in Fig. 5.

Figure.5. Marginal change in social welfare
The monotonic decreasing marginal change function and the existence of root in Figure. 5 indicate
the existence of closed form solution (𝑁𝐺∗). Nevertheless, we could only obtain the approximate
numerical solution by means of Mathematica. After substituting the approximate solution 𝑁𝐺∗ into Eq.
(8), we derive the GV and EV market shares correspondingly.
4. Estimation of parameters

5

The basic format of plotting is Plot [function, {variable, lower bound, upper bound}, Options]. In this paper,

social welfare is the function we plan to depict, 𝑁𝐺 serves as a variable, and the lower bound is 0, whereas the
upper bound is K (K=100000 in benchmark level).
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Estimations of the key parameters incorporated this study are shown as below:

Parameter

Estimated value

Parameter

Estimated value

λ1

1

𝑃𝐸

15*104

λ2

0.046

𝑃𝐺

10*104

λ3

10

𝐼𝐸

6.1*104

𝛽1

-0.32

𝐼𝐺

𝛽2

0.13

𝛽3
𝛽4

-0.11
0.44

𝑀𝐺
K

0.904*104
0.2

𝐵𝐸

𝑃𝑒

100000
0.6

467400

𝑃𝑔

5.31

𝐵𝐺

3350500

C

2377

DVKT

46.35
Table.2. The estimation of key parameters

According to the announcement of The People’s Government of Beijing Municipality [50], total
license plates quota, K, has been 100000 since 2018. The number of applicants who are willing to
purchase EVs, 𝐵𝐸 , is 467400, whereas that of GVs, 𝐵𝐺 , is 3350500. Besides, each GV in Beijing
would be prohibited for one day in weekdays, which means that 𝑀𝐺 equals to 0.2. The sensitivity
indexes within applicant’s utility function are obtained:𝛽1= -0.32, 𝛽2= 0.13, 𝛽3= -0.11, 𝛽4= 0.44.
Approximately, the average price of electric vehicle 𝑃𝐸 and gasoline vehicle 𝑃𝐺 are 150000 CNY
and 100000 CNY, according to the quotations of private cars in Pacific Automative Network [51].
Moreover, the average cost of renting a vehicle, c, is estimated as 2377 CNY per month [47]. Based on
the statistical data derived from China Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Promotion Alliance
[52], almost 61000 public charging piles have been installed in Beijing, which indicates that 𝐼𝐸 equals
to 61000. Besides, there are 2260 gas stations in Beijing. We assume that each gas station is equipped
with four refueling machines, which means that the aggregate quantity of refueling machines, 𝐼𝐺 , is
9040. Furthermore, derived from the statistical data of The State Council of the People’s Republic Of
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China [53], the average electricity price 𝑃𝑒 and gasoline price 𝑃𝑔 are 0.6 CNY per kWh and 5.31 CNY
per liter, respectively.
5. Result analysis and discussions
After applying the practical values of parameters into the Eq. (14), this paper obtains the equilibrium
results: In 2020, the optimal GV license plates quantity, 𝑁𝐺 , is 41200, whereas the optimal EV license
plates quantity is 58800, which could increase the social welfare by 0.38%. In other words, our model
has proved that the current license plate allocation policy in Beijing is feasible considering social welfare.
To provide managerial insights for policy-maker, some influential factors and their effects on vehicle
market are discussed in this part.
5.1 The impact of the total quota on license plate allocation and EV diffusion
From 2014 to 2018, the annual license plates quota was 150000. Nevertheless, it has reduced to
100000 since 2018 so as to satisfy the emission reduction need proposed by the central government.
However, recently certain cities in China decides to restore local vehicle markets which are suffered
from COVID 19 by enlarging annual license plates quota. For example, Beijing plans to add extra 20000
license plates and Guangzhou also decides to assign 10000 license plates to the applicants.
Therefore, it is necessary to analyze how the optimal EV license plates allocation varies with the
increased total quota.
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Fig.6. The influence of total quota on GV market share and allocation.

As it is shown in Fig.6, when the government enlarges total quota up to 120000, the optimal GV
license plates quantity increases from 41200 to 46000, and that of EV license plates varies from 58800
to 74000. In other words, if the government enlarges total quota up to 120000, 24% should be added to
GV, and 76% should be allocated to EV. The increment in total quota will contribute to the promotion
of EV diffusion by rise its market share from 7.6% to 9.18%.
5.2 The impact of vehicle rental fee on license plate allocation and EV diffusion
Each year, plenty of applicants fail to obtain license plates due to the LPC policy in Beijing and this
paper holds the assumption proposed by Hou et al. [47] that they tend to rent vehicles alternatively to
achieve similar experience as those who have owned vehicles. Therefore, the rental expense they afford
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is considered as the implementary cost of the LPC policy. Given the fact that total rental expense would
influence social welfare inevitably, the role that vehicle rental fee plays on license plate allocation and
EV diffusion should be explored.
In order to simulate the influence of rental fee on EV diffusion, two rental fee levels are considered:
the benchmark rental fee (C1) is 2377 CNY/month and an approximate 33% reduction of the benchmark
(C2), is 1577 CNY/month. Based on the calculation results from the Eq. (9), the market share of EV
would increase from 7.6% to 7.9%. The result is intriguing since it suggests that the government could
improve EV penetration by reducing the rental fee. In order to figure out the mechanism behind this
result, we compare the rental expenses of individual applicant under two different rental fees in Fig. 7.
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Fig.7. License plate allocations and rental expenses under different rental fees
As it is shown in Fig. 7, when the current rental fee reduces from 2377 CNY/month to 1577
CNY/month, the quantity of optimal EV license plates would increase by 10.5%, from 58800 to 65000.
On the basis of Eq. (11), the waiting time of EV applicant would decline by 9.5%, from 95 months to
86 months. Consequently, the individual rental expense would decrease from 225815 CNY to 135622
CNY, suggesting a 40% saving. The lower rental fee, in contrast, would lead to a reduction of GV license
plates (from 41200 to 35000) and hence a much longer waiting time for GV applicant (from 473 months
to 556 months). But it also brings a significant saving to GV applicants, since the rental expense would
drop from 1124321 CNY to 876812 CNY.
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In other words, a lower rental fee would be helpful to improve EV diffusion, because it leads to more
EV license plates, less waiting time and rental expense. As for the GV applicants, the reduction of rental
expense brings less financial burden to them.
Consequently, certain measurements to stimulate the growth of Beijing’s vehicle rental industry [55]
and to reduce the vehicle rental fee should be considered by the policy-maker. First, under the current
phasing-out EV subsidy policy in China, more subsidies should be transferred from EV purchasing to
vehicle rental industry. Second, regulations should be issued by policy-maker to improve transparency
of the rental market and efficiency of the official supervision, so that the average rental price could be
maintained in a low level.
5.3 The impact of energy prices on license plate allocation and EV diffusion
Gasoline price and electricity price affect customers’ preferences to GV and EV, and hence are
considered as key factors for EV diffusion. This section aims to explore managerial insights for the
government in term of different energy prices. As shown in Fig.8, three electricity prices (0.4 CNY/kWh,
0.6 CNY/kWh, and 0.8 CNY/kWh) are proposed and gasoline price varies from 3 CNY/liter to 10
CNY/liter.
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Fig.8. Impact of electricity price on EV penetration under different gasoline prices.
It is found that the quantity of EV license plate goes up with an increasing gasoline price. In contrast,
it goes down with an increasing electricity price. It is noteworthy that the changing rate of EV license
plate contracts when gasoline price increases. In more detail, given a relatively low gasoline price level
(3 or 4 CNY/liter for instance), gap in EV license plates (between the highest and lowest electricity price
scenarios) is 5000 approximately; when the gasoline price is higher (9 or 10 CNY/liter), that gap almost
disappears. In the latter situation, the cost of electricity consumed by EV is much less than that of
gasoline consumed by GV when covering the same distance. Therefore, most applicants would be less
sensitive to the electricity price and choose EV without any hesitation, therefore more EV license plates
should be provided by the government.
For example, given the current gasoline price in China (around 5.31 CNY/liter), the quantity of EV
license plates would rise by 3.5% when the government reduces the electricity price from the current
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0.6 CNY/kWh to 0.4 CNY/kWh, which suggests a significant effect caused by electricity price reduction
on EV diffusion. It implies that the government could promote EV diffusion effectively by reducing
electricity price when the gasoline price is low.
By comparison, when the gasoline price increase to around 7 CNY/liter, by reducing the electricity
price in the same way, the EV market share expands by only 1.5%, indicating that reducing electricity
price would be less effective in improving EV diffusion when the gasoline price is high. In this situation,
to increase the competitiveness of EV, more attention should be focused on reducing the production cost
of EVs, such as the cost of EV battery [54] or engine.
6. Conclusion and policy implication
This study quantified EV adoption in Beijing under the LPC policy and identified the optimal license
plate allocation between EVs and GVs. A two-level Stackelberg game was proposed to model the
interaction between vehicle applicants and the government. The results indicate some implications for
policy-making.
(1) From a social welfare maximization perspective, under the current total license plates quota
(100000), the optimal EV license plate quantity is modelled to be 58800. Under COVID-19, if the
Beijing government additionally adds 20,000 quota , 76% could be allocated to EV.
(2) Vehicle rental fee is found to be an important factor for EV diffusion. One third reduction of the
current rental fee could increase EV license plates by 10.5%, reduce the waiting time of EV
applicants by 9.5%, and save individual rental expense by almost 40%. Consequently, policies aim
to reduce rental fee could be considered. First, more subsidies might be redistributed from EV users
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to vehicle rental industry. Second, regulations might be issued by policy-makers to improve
transparency of the rental market and efficiency of the official supervision.
(3) When gasoline price is comparatively low, vehicle applicants are more sensitive to electricity price
variation. Consequently, it is more effective for the government to enlarge EV diffusion by reducing
electricity price. At a higher gasoline price, however, the applicants would pay less attention on
electricity price. Therefore, alternative measurements could be adopted by the government so as to
improve EV competitiveness, such as reducing the production cost of EV battery or engine.
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Appendices:
Appendix A
The threshold of GV market share
For individual vehicle applicant, the utility functions of purchasing EV and GV are defined as:
𝑈𝐺 = 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑃𝐺 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝐼𝐺 + 𝛽3 ∗ 𝑀𝐺 + 𝛽4 ∗ 𝑁𝐺 ⁄(6 ∗ 𝐵𝐺 ) + 𝜀𝐺
𝑈𝐸 = 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑃𝐸 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝐼𝐸 + 𝛽4 ∗ (𝐾 − 𝑁𝐺 )⁄𝐵𝐸 + 𝜀𝐸
Considering the specific relationship between the random variables from Eq. (6), we substitute εG with
εE into the following equation:
𝛽1 ∗ 𝑃𝐺 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝐼𝐺 + 𝛽3 ∗ 𝑀𝐺 + 𝛽4 ∗ (𝑁𝐺 ⁄6)/𝐵𝐺 + 𝜀𝐺 = 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑃𝐸 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝐼𝐸 + 𝛽4 ∗ (𝐾 − 𝑁𝐺 )⁄𝐵𝐸 + 𝜀𝐸

(A.1)
The algebra expression of η∗ is:

𝜼∗

=

(𝜷𝟏∗𝑷𝑮+𝜷𝟐∗𝑰𝑮+𝜷𝟑∗𝑴𝑮 +𝟏−𝜷𝟏∗𝑷𝑬−𝜷𝟐∗𝑰𝑬−𝜷𝟒∗( 𝑲 )+𝜷𝟒∗( 𝟏 + 𝟏 )∗𝑵𝑮 )
𝑩𝑬

𝟐
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𝑩𝑮 𝑩𝑬

Eq.

Appendix B
The duration model
For individual GV applicant, the distribution function of the applicant’s waiting time, F(t), denotes the
possibility of winning a license plate within t term of lottery. f(t) refers to the probability density
function correspondingly. S(t) defined as the survival function measures the possibility that applicant
fails to win a license plate within t terms of lotteries:

S(t) = 1-F(t) = P (T > t)

Eq. (𝐁. 𝟏)

The hazard function K(t) denoting the possibility that applicant fails to win a license plate in t terms of
lotteries but win one within time interval (t, t+h) is defined as:
𝑷(𝒕≤𝑻≤𝒕+𝒉|𝑻≥𝒕)
𝑷(𝒕≤𝑻≤𝒕+𝒉)
𝑭(𝒕+𝒉)−𝑭(𝒕)
𝝏 𝒍𝒏 𝑺(𝒕)
=
𝒍𝒊𝒎
=
𝒍𝒊𝒎
= - 𝝏𝒕
𝒉
𝒉∗𝑺(𝒕)
𝒉→𝟎
𝒉→𝟎 𝒉∗𝑷(𝑻≥𝒕)
𝒉→𝟎

K(t) = 𝒍𝒊𝒎

Eq. (B.2)

By modifying the equation, we obtain a first-order differential equation shown as below:
𝒅𝑺(𝒕)
+
𝒅𝒕

𝑺(𝒕) ∗ 𝑲(𝒕) = 𝟎

Eq. (B.3)

S(t) could be derived by solving the equation Eq. (B.3):
𝒕

S(t) = ∫(𝑲(𝒕) ∗ 𝒆− ∫𝟎 𝑲(𝒎)𝒅𝒎 )𝒅𝒕

Eq. (B.4)

Correspondingly, the probability density function could be obtained:
𝒕

f(t) = 𝑲(𝒕) ∗ 𝒆− ∫𝟎 𝑲(𝒎) 𝒅𝒎

Eq. (B.5)

Based on the duration model, if the probability of winning a license plate in each lottery is p, the hazard
function K(t) should be expressed as:

K(t) = (𝟏 − 𝒑)𝒕 ∗ 𝒑

Eq. (B.6)

By substituting Eq. (B.6) in Eq. (B.5), we could obtain the algebra expression of the possibility density
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function f(t):
𝒑∗(𝟏−(𝟏−𝒑) 𝒕 )
𝒍𝒏(𝟏−𝒑)

f(t) = (𝟏 − 𝒑)𝒕 ∗ 𝒑 ∗ 𝒆

Eq. (B.7)

Since there are 6 lotteries held in each year, the expected waiting time of GV applicant is:

E(𝑻𝑮) =

+∞
(∫𝟎 𝒕

∗ 𝒇(𝒕) 𝒅𝒕) ∗

+∞
𝟏
= (∫𝟎 𝒕 ∗ (𝟏
𝟔
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−

𝒑)𝒕

𝒑∗(𝟏−(𝟏−𝒑) 𝒕 )
𝒍𝒏(𝟏−𝒑)

∗𝒑∗𝒆

𝟏

𝒅𝒕) ∗ 𝟔

Appendix C
Questionnaire sample
Q1: What gender do you identify as ?

a. Male
b. Female
Q2: What is your age?
a. 25 and below
b. 26~35
c. 36~45
d. 46~55
e. 56 and above
Q3: What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed? (If currently enrolled,
highest degree received).

a. Middle school degree and below
b. High middle school degree
c. Bachelor’s or associate degree
d. Master’s degree
e. Doctor’s degree
Q4: What is your household income per month?
a. Under10000 CNY
b. 10001~20000 CNY
c. 20001~30000 CNY
d. 30001~40000 CNY
e. More than 40000CNY
Q5: How many family members do you have?
a. 1
b. 2
c. 3
d. 4
e. 5 or more
Q6: Which type of vehicle do you plan to purchase?

a. Electric vehicle (Battery EV/ Hybrid EV/ Plug-in Hybrid EV/ Full Cell EV)
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b. Gasoline vehicle
Q7: What is the price of the vehicle that you plan to purchase?
a. Under 100000 CNY
b. 100001~150000 CNY
c. 150001~200000 CNY
d. 200001~250000 CNY
e. 250001~300000 CNY
f. 300001~400000 CNY
g. More than 400000 CNY
Q8: (If you plan to purchase a gasoline vehicle, please answer this question.) What is the price of
electric vehicle that you think can bring similar driving experience?
a. Under 100000 CNY
b. 100001~150000 CNY
c. 150001~200000 CNY
d. 200001~250000 CNY
e. 250001~300000 CNY
f. 300001~400000 CNY
g. More than 400000 CNY
Q9: (If you plan to purchase an electric vehicle, please answer this question). What is the price of
gasoline vehicle that you think can bring similar driving experience?
a. Under 100000 CNY
b. 100001~150000 CNY
c. 150001~200000 CNY
d. 200001~250000 CNY
e. 250001~300000 CNY
f. 300001~400000 CNY
g. More than 400000 CNY
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Q10*: After obtaining a vehicle, how many days do you plan to drive out in weekdays?
a. 1
b. 2
c. 3
d. 4
e. 5
Q11*: What is the longest time you can wait to obtain a EV license plate in queueing system?
a. Less than 3 years
b. 3~5 years
c. 6~8 years
d. 9~11 years
e. More than 12 years
Q12: How long do you think it takes to find a charging pile?
a. Less than 10 min
b. 10~20 min
c. 20~30 min
d. 30~40 min
e. More than 40 min
Q13: How long do you think it takes to find a gas station?
a. Less than 10 min
b. 10~20 min
c. 20~30 min
d. 30~40 min
e. More than 40 min
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The table below depicts the demographic data of the survey:

Frequency

Percentage(%)

Gender
Male
Female
Total

105
97
202

51.98
48.02
100

Age
25 and below
26-35
36-45
46-55
56 and above
Total

38
103
41
16
4
202

18.81
50.99
20.30
7.92
1.98
100

Educational level
Middle school degree and below
High middle school degree
Bachelor’s or associate degree
Master’s degree
Doctor’s degree
Total

8
15
99
57
23
202

3.96
7.43
49.01
28.21
11.39
100

Family member
1
2
3
4
5 and above
Total

15
46
69
34
38
202

7.43
22.77
33.16
16.83
18.81
100

Household income (CNY; Month)
Under 10000
10001-20000
20001-30000
30001-40000
More than 40000
Total

50
76
42
11
23
202

24.75
37.62
20.79
5.45
11.39
100
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